
MAGMAS AND SULPHIDE ORES. 
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Oxygen and sulphur seem to play a somewhat similar part in 
their com•oinations with the metals, and compounds of both occur 
associated with eruptive rocks in ways which suggest that they 
were originally included in the molten magma; yet certain geolo- 
gists make a wide distinction between oxides and sulphides in 
their interpretation of the field relations of these two types of 
ores. .Every one accepts the r61e of oxides as highly :basic p.or- 
tions of magmas which may be segregated when coolin,g takes 
place. No one disputes that the titanife.rous magnetites and 
ilmenites associated with gabbros and anorthosites have been 
parts .of the fluid magma from which these rocks were fo.rmed; 
and yet protests are raised against a similar interpretat. ion of sul- 
phides or iron, copper and nickel associated. with pyroxenites, 
d, unites and norites. The separation of oxide ore bodies from a 
basic, or even somewhat acid magma, as .in the case of the Kiruna 
magnetites, seems to arouse no hostility; •but in some minds the 
suggestion that the Sudbury sulphide deposits have segregated 
from the norite with which they are everywhere connected seems 
to be instinctively objected to as if it were contrary to the laws 
of nature. 

Th,is prejudice against the magmatic origin of sulphide ore de- 
posits is the more surprising when one recalls that the source of 
the sulphides themselves is always sought in eruptive rocks. For 
example, we are astonished that the zinc and lead sulphide ores 
of Missouri cannot be traced certainly and directly to some mass 
of eruptive. Even if we incl.ine to account for them as derived 
f,rom marine rocks, we assume that the sea obtained its sulph•/tes 
from the leaching of former eruptive rocks. The great major- 
ity of metallic ores can be traced with certainty through the 
action of circulating waters to a source in some cooling eruptive 
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mass; and yet some geologists cannot bring themselves to believe 
that sulphides may accumulate directly through gravity at the 
lower edge of a cooling magma. To them hot waters are a 
necessary intermediary. 

Questions connected with the theory of magmatic segregation 
of sulphide .ores have been discussed recently by several authori- 
ties, with conclusions that vary widely. Goodchild descri"bes the 
Insizwa nickel ores of Sout'h Africa as undoubtedly due to gravi- 
tational segregation, • and .compares them wit'h the nickel deposits 
of Sudbury. Tolman and Rogers also have made a very careful 
study of the .subject, as far as this can be done by laboratory 
methods, and their plates give admirable illustrations of the final 
relations of the different minerals to one another in specimens 
from most of the known regions; but they seem to have 'been 
unfamiliar with the field geology of Sudbury, the .most important 
of all. Their results are interesting as an attempt to harmonize 
the theory of magmatic segregation with that of replacement by 
hot solut. ions. 2 The latest account of the Sudbury deposits, by 
Knight in the recently publislaed report of the Royal Ontario 
Nickel Commission, inclines strongly to the aqueous theory. He 
evidently intended to present the matter impartially and sum- 
marizes the usual arguments for the magmatic origin of the ores, 
but his lean, ing toward an aqueous origin is very evident. A 
little later in the same report the Alexo deposit of northern On- 
tario is unhesitatingly described by Baker as due to magmatic 
segregation, though 'his explanation differs somewhat from the 
one usually given for the Sudbury deposits. These writers ex- 
press three entirely distinct and even contradictory views of the 
origin of sulphide nickel ores, two favoring the theory of mag- 
matic segregation, 'two occupying an intermediate position, and 
the fifth favoring the theory of replacement by hot waters. 

Knight discusses t'he matter extensively in a ponderous and on 
the whole excellent publ,ic report and may be supposed to have 
presented the strongest evidence possible f,or the theory of hydro- 

•"The Economic Geology of the Insizwa Range," Institution of Mining 
and Metallurgy, t9t6. 

2 "A Study of the Magmat'ic Sulphid Ores," Leland Stanford Univ. Pubs. 
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thermal replacement o.f rock forming minerals in the case of the 
Sudbury nickel depbsits. It is proposed here to examine his evi- 
dence to see how conclusive it is. 

So far as I a.m aware Knight's first published work on the 
Sud.bury deposits had to do with the microscopic study of pol- 
ished sections of the ores, in which a definite order of succession 
of the minerals was worked out and interpreted as due to circu- 
lating hot waters. The metallographic studies of Campbell and 
Knight were excellent, and their results are in many respects of 
permanent value; but it may be observed that most of the sec- 
tions they examined were from offset nickel deposits, where there 
has been a great amount of faulting, weathering and rearrange- 
ment of the materials. That circulating water had much to do 
with the present condition of these offset ores no one doubts; 
and it is not surprising that Knight and others who approached 
the study of the deposits from the metallographic side were im- 
pressed by the evidence they presented of water action. 

In the study of a complicated set of phenomena one naturally 
begins with the simplest and least changed examples and not with 
the more modified and complicated ones. Among the Sudbury 
ore deposits there are some which are relatively simple and un- 
changed, such as the Creighton and other great marginal mines, 
and the search for the origin of the nickel ores should begin with 
them. If the Creighton ore body was formed by magmatic seg- 
regation, all the others, no matter how much they have been 
modified since, must be accounted for in the same way. 

In reading Knight's description of the Sttd,l).ury relationships 
one is struck by his defensive attitude. For instance the state- 
ments of T. L. Walker, Barlow and the present writer in regard 
to the .magmatic segregation of the norite-qnicropegmatite sheet 
with which the ores are associated are accepted only with the 
complaint that "one is not able to say that there is a gradual 
transition from .basic to acid rock as one goes from the outer to 
the inner edge." The idea seems to 'be that the admiss.ion of 
magmatic segregation in the rock hints at the segregati.on of the 
or.e bodies as well. The objection that the upper edge o.f the 
sheet is not quite so acid as the average micropegrnatite leaves 
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out .of account the fact that much stoping and digestion of the 
overlying sediments has been proved, which must have modified 
the composition o.f the upper edge. In regard to the 1.ower edge 
also there is a curious suggestion that the norire sometimes has a 
"gigantic dike-like form," apparently another attempt to dis- 
arrange the magmatic machinery. This difficulty is easily met 
by the well-known proofs of faulting on a considerable scale 
along the southern ni.ckel range. The objections to the segrega- 
tion of norire from micropegmatite and to the sheet-like form of 
the eruptive are not pressed strongly; and to one who has worked 
in detail round the margin of the sheet have no weight whatever. 

The arguments against the magmatic segregation of the ore 
bodies in general are given more formally, and are somewhat 
surprising. For instance the statement is made that in marginal 
deposits "the commercial (>re bodies occur almost wholly in the 
rocks adjacent to the norire and not in the norire. The contact 
between commercial ore and norite is generally a comparatively 
abrupt one." Now the theory of magmatic segregation of ores 
by the aid of gravitation demands just this condit,ion. The ores 
should be beneath the norite and in the hollows and fissures of 

the country rock. As to the second statement one finds a few 
pages later that at Creighton "some of the mineralized norite 
near the deposit contains from •-5 to 2. 5 per cent. of nickel and 
copper combinecl," showing that the gravitational separation was 
not complete. 

'To the statements of Barlow and myself that blebs of ore occur 
on a large scale in perfectly fresh norire where even the hyper- 
sthene is unchanged, the extraordinary objection is made that at 
some deposits "it is so badly decomposed and altered to a schist 
that it is difficult to. dist.inguish it from other altered rocks." 
Surely the fact that some of the norire has been altered has 
nothing to do with the original condition of parts which are 
atimitted ' to be "very fresh." This is an exact reversal of the 
correct line of argument. If la'rge amounts of ore are scattered 
through perfectly fresh norite they must have been present in the 
magma before it cooled and crystallized. 

The next objection is equally curious, namely, that quartz and 
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calcite occur with the ores at several of the mines, such as the 
Garson and Crean Hill, indicating the action of water. These 
minds w•re proved by the present writer to have been greatly 
faulted and shattered after 'they were originally formed as mar- 
ginal deposits. These later changes have naturally permitted the 
circulation of water, completely altering the chara.cter of the'ores. 
In the case of the Crean Hill mine the deeper workings, below the 
planes of faulting, show an ore body of the ordinary marginal 
character. a 

Another singular argument against magmatic segregation at 
Creighton is this: "if the granite foot wall at Creighton is 
younger 'than the norite, then it was manifestly impossible for 
the sulphides to 'have settled from the riorite upon this granite." 
But the granite has not .been shown to be younger. Both Barlow 
and t'he present writer believed it to be older than the norire; but 
even if younger, of which Knight gives no proof, it is quit.e as 
possible for it to have pushed up beneath the ore body as any- 
where else. In fact, as both Barlow and myself have shown, 
there are granites of more than one age in the region, some older 
and some younger, but they have no more .bearing on the forma- 
tion of the ore bodies than the greenstones, older riorites, and dia- 
bases found as country rocks at most of the mines. 

The suggestion that there "are too many notable e:rceptions to 
the statement that the largest ore bodies are found where bays 
of the norite project into the country rock" is quite incorrect. 
Of the two supposed exceptions noted the Crean Hill deposit is 
shown by the plans of the mine to be in 'a small, well defined bay. 
It is only the surface parts of the ore, which have been faulted 
[rtwards for 2oo feet or more, which suggest the opposite. As 
to the other supposed exception to the rule Knight hi,mself ex- 
plains the deposit as not alone =below the norite but actually in 
the granite 'beneath it. On the other hand not a single deposit 
is found at an inward bend of the norite. 

Another objection brought against the magmatic theory is the 
brecciated character of the country rocks encl.osed in the ore. 
Surely there must have been enormous crushing and brecciation 

a ,, The Nickel Industry," p. 50. 
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of the rocks Beneath when the great norite-micropegmatite sheet 
forced its way bet.ween t'hem and the overlying sediments. This 
brecciation is visible almost everywhere beneath the norite, both 
where ore occurs and where ore is absent, and evi.dently has 
n.othing to do with replacement of rock by ore. Knight's own 
figures of brecciated rock f, ragments from the Creighton mine 
show exactly what might be expected when the hot molten ore 
enclosed them. They were expanded and shattered and one can 
see how they .drifted apart in the ore. His account shows that 
these blocks are perfectly fresh, which could not have been the 
case if hot solutions had attacked them, replacing rock m,inerals 
by ore. 

The magmatic theory explains the facts perfectly, and the 
aqueous theory is quite incredible for such deposits as the 
Creighton with perfectly fresh granite and older norire as frag- 
ments in the ore and forming the floor beneath, while the hang- 
ing wall consists of pyrrhotite-norite, ,often perfectly fresh also.. 

That 'hot water should replace millions of tons of norite and 
granite by ten million tons of sulphides, leaving even the smallest 
enclosed fragments fresh and unattacked,, without depositing any 
of the usual gangue minerals, such as quartz or carbonates, .and 
without a hint of banding or crustification is too much to claim. 
The facts are simply enough explained on the theory of magmatic 
segregation aided by gravity but impossible by any known hydro- 
thermal method. 

The cubic miles of pyrrhotite-norite above the marginal de- 
posits, often perfectly fresh, as Knight admits, and extending for 
2,000 feet away from. the hanging wall of the Creighton mine, 
as he also admits, are surely inexplicable .by aqueous action. In 
reality isolat.ed blebs of ore, sometimes scattered one in a square 
foot or in a square yard, extend away beyond this limit. 

It is hard to see how anyone, after a careful study of the 
Creighton ore body and its surroundings, can .deny the strong 
probability, if not the .certainty, that it was fo.rmed by settling out 
of the norire magma as matte settles from slag; and if this is 
admitted for the great and scarcely changed marginal deposits it 
must be admitted also for faulted marginal deposits, like those of 
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Crean Hill and Garson, where water has worked over and rear- 
ranged the materials, and for the offset depo.sits as well, every 
one of which is accompanied by more or less pyrrhotite-norite, 
still recognizable 'by its "pock-marked" character, th.ough such 
easily changed rock minerals as the pyroxenes are now replaced 
by hornblende. 

The immense amount of ore scattered as small isolated spots 
or blebs through the norite above the marginal deposits seems un- 
accountable by 'the ingeniously worked out theory of Tol•man and 
Rogers also. These separate spots of ore enclosed in fresh 
norite and often separated from one another by several inches 
or even feet of rock could not have been introduced "at a late 

magmatic stage by a partial replacement of the silicate minerals." 
These sulphides must have been present when the rock itself 
cooled and consolidated, and no theory which does not account 
for the cubic miles of pyrrhotite-norite near the basic edge of the 
Sud'bury eruptive sheet can be accepted as solving the problem of 
these greatest of all nickel deposits. 

Most geologists who have studied the Sudbury region are sat- 
isfied to accept the theory of magmatic segregation aided by 
gravity, the ores settling down directly into the hollows and 
fissures of the rock beneath; but there is a poss,ibility that the 
process was not quite so simple as this statement might suggest. 
Ernest Howe's idea that the ore of the Creighton mine came in 
as a later intrusive deserves consideration 4 and is supported by 
Baker's conclusion that the solid ore of the Alexo mine arrived 
later than the ore disseminated through the serpentine. 5 While 
this theory will not account for the pyrrhotite-norite and pyrrho- 
tite-peridotite of the two regions it may well be added on to the 
usual theory to explain certain features of the deposits where 
soli, d sulphides come rather sharply in contact with the hanging 
wall. The sulphides fuse at a much lower point than norite and 
must have remained fluid long after it had become pasty or even 
solid. It is evident that there was much shifting and readjust- 
ment of the country rocks during and after the intrusion of the 

4 ,, Notes on Sudbury Nickel Deposits," Ecmv. GEo•.., Vol'. IX., No. 6, p. 5•7- 
5 ,' Rep. Roy. Ont. Nickel Commission," p. 232. 
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great sill, and one can imagine the jo.stling of the still liquid ore 
in one direction or another from time to time as the blocks 
shifted. 

At a later stage, when the or• itself had solidified, further cool- 
ing would imply shrinkage and continued adjust,ments including 
some faulting, giving entrance in some places to hot waters pro- 
ducing chlorite, talc and other secondary minerals from basic 
rocks and depositing more or less calcite and quartz with occa- 
sional seams or masses of galena or sphalerite; features displayed 
in faulted marginal mines and also in most of the offsets. Under 
these circumstances the ores also woul. d suffer some attack and 

the most susceptible of them, chalcopyrite, would be somewh,at 
segregated along the sides of enclosed rock fragments or in the 
fissures due to fracturing or cooling of the country rock. Thus 
the faulted marginal deposits of Crean Hill and Garson, and the 
offset deposit of Copper Cliff are richer in copper than in nickel, 
unlike the scarcely modified marginal mines, such as the Creighton 
and Murray, which contain f•r more nickel than copper. 

Last of all came fissures in both ore an.d rock filled with dikes 

of diabase which were rapidly chilled against the cold ore and 
have a glassy margin. These di'kes have had no appreciable 
effects upon the ore bodies except to interfere a little with min- 
ing operations. 

The sequence of events briefly sketched above is in good agree- 
ment with the theory of magmatic segregation under the influ- 
ence of gravity but quite unintelligible on the assumption that all 
the ore deposits are due to hot circulating waters. 


